ABOUT
Pellachi Institute of Engineering and Technology (PIETech) is a premier educational institution managed by Hysagrema Educational and Charitable Trust. The Trust manages two more institutions namely Pellachi College of Arts and Science (PCAS). The Trust comprises of a group of visionary academicians, philanthropists and eminent personalities of Pellachi led by Mr. A. R. Ramam, a veteran industrialist, Dr. K. Venkatachalam Ph.D., and Dr. N. R. Anil Mathi Ph.D., - academicians with more than 35 years of experience in the field of higher education.

VISION
To produce technically sound, competent and value based graduates to face the challenges of the world and contribute towards the development of the society and the growth of our nation.

MISSION
To impart value based education in Science and Engineering and enhance a higher form of education by adopting the best teaching-learning process equipped with the latest facilities.

A PLEASANT LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Spread over a sprawling 50 acres of verdant surroundings, our thoroughly planned, well-equipped learning space is set amidst a scenic environment among the lush green coconut farms in the beautiful rustic landscape of Pellachi.

QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE
The 2,30,000 sq.ft. built-up facility, accommodates well-furnished library, inspiring laboratories, fostering classrooms, a cafeteria that serves quality food at student-friendly prices and separate hostel facilities for boys and girls with comfortable furniture and space.

ENHANCING MIND AND BODY
While coping with the pressures of studying, we encourage our students to indulge and participate in various games and sports in our full-fledged sports activity centre. To achieve a healthier lifestyle both emotionally and physically. The students of our institution in the recent past have taken part in various competitions across the state and have brought laurels to the institution. The college has Project Club, Green Club, Tamil Mandram and Science Club to take care of the students’ co-curricular and extra-curricular activities that trigger positive impact on the minds of the students.

COURSES OFFERED
- Civil Engineering
- Computer Science
- Electrical and Electronics
- Electronics and Communication
- Mechanical
FACULTY
At PIE Tech, we have selected faculty members who are good, inspired and motivated teachers, regularly activating their teaching abilities by seeking new approaches of instruction and inculcating greater involvement, participation and team work among students to create an environment conducive for learning.

Led by an able and adopt Principal, Dr.K.Kishanakumar, PhD., who has rich and wide experience in the academic and placement side, our faculty members guide the students by offering career counseling in a caring and friendly manner which will improve their ethics and values in life.

SCHOLARSHIPS

- **2 STUDENTS**
  - 180+: 100% Fee Waiver + Hostel/Transport
  - 160-179: 50% Fee Waiver
  - 140-159: 25% Fee Waiver

- **B.Tech STUDENTS**
  - 90%+: 100% Fee Waiver
  - 80%-89%: 50% Fee Waiver
  - 70%-79%: 25% Fee Waiver

PLACEMENT AND TRAINING
To update the students about industrial trends and organization culture and to provide continuous placement and training assistance, an exclusive Training and Placement Cell is fully functioning in the college campus. Apart from training to enhance innovative thinking and improve managerial skills, we help our students in mastering employability skills viz., soft skills, technical, analytical and logical skills. These training programs are conducted by well-qualified internal trainers, corporate trainers and industry experts facilitated through Memorandum of Understanding signed between the college and training partners.

With the state-of-the-art multimedia enabled auditorium and additional air-conditioned conference halls and exclusive group discussion chambers coupled with interview and counseling chambers, our Training and Placement Centre takes care of the needs of the students and the corporate.
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Nurturing Big Dreams in a small town

SCHOLARSHIPS
42 STUDENTS
- 1200+: 100% Fee Waiver + Hostel/Transport
- 100-119: 50% Fee Waiver
- 140-159: 25% Fee Waiver

DIPLOMA STUDENTS
- 1.50% 100% Fee Waiver
- 80-85% 50% Fee Waiver
- 70-75% 25% Fee Waiver

Top recruiters from Core Engineering and Software companies such as Odessa Technologies, Accurate Steel Forgings, CADeploy, Cognizant, Servion Global Solutions, Venture Lightings, Infosys Skava, CIRCOR International Inc. have recruited around 86% of the first batch students (2015-16).

Come, Be a part of a learning space that strives to impart value based education in Science and Engineering.
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